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The aim of this paper is to elucidate the role played by the bosonic/fermionic character ofN He
atoms solvating a Br2(X) molecule. To this end, an adiabatic model in the molecular stretching
coordinate is assumed and the ground energy levels of the complexes are searched by means of
Hartree ~or Hartree-Fock! Quantum Chemistry calculations for4He ~or 3He) solvent atoms.
Simulations of vib-rotational Raman spectra point at the spin multiplicity as the main feature
responsible for the drastic difference in the rotational structures of molecules embedded in boson or
fermion helium drops as already observed by the experiments of Grebenevet al. @S. Grebenev, J. P.
Toennies, and A. F. Vilesov, Science279 ~1998! 2083#. © 2004 American Institute of Physics.
@DOI: 10.1063/1.1769369#

I. INTRODUCTION

The pioneering experiments of Grebenevet al.1 detected
a tremendous difference in the infrared~IR! spectra of the
oxygen carbon sulfide~OCS! molecule surrounded by he-
lium atoms depending on the isotope considered, i.e., either
4He or 3He. In that work, apart from the small shifts attrib-
uted to the weak OCS-He interactions and the broadening
induced by rotational diffusion, the IR spectrum of OCS in
pure 4He droplets resembles the corresponding spectrum of
isolated OCS with well-definedP and R branches. On the
contrary, the spectrum obtained when3He droplets are used
as solvent was found to be highly unstructured and showing
a rather broad peak. Moreover, when mixtures of4He/3He
are used, the evolution of the spectra with the number of4He
atoms (N4) goes from a broad feature (N450) correspond-
ing to pure fermions, to the well structured one which is
characteristic of bosons (N4560). It is as if OCS were al-
most freely rotating inside the boson environment and,
hence, these results were interpreted as a microscopic mani-
festation of superfluidity of4He at low temperatures.1

From the theoretical point of view, Piet al.2 analyzed the
structure of4He/3He mixed drops around a dopant SF6 mol-
ecule or a Xe atom. In the framework of density functional
theory, using a finite-range density functional,3 they found
that the number of3He atoms,N3 , within the volume con-
taining the first two solvation shells decreases whenN4 in-
creases in such a way that the dopants may be already in a
superfluid environment forN4>60. This is in good accord
with path integral4 and variational5 Monte Carlo calculations.
Also, path integral calculations on SF6 embedded in small

4He clusters6 revealed that superfluidity persists to some ex-
tent even in the highly compressed layers close to the dopant.
In turn, Babichenko and Kagan7 attributed the strong distinc-
tion in the rotational structure of molecules in boson/fermion
helium liquids to the difference in the spectral density of
excitations, the large width of rotational levels in3He being
determined by particle-hole excitations, whereas the small
density of phonon excitations gives rise to the small broad-
ening of levels in the4He case.

Jungwirth and Krylov8 incorporated the well established
methodology ofab initio quantum chemistry, based on the
analogy of fermionic He atoms and electrons, to study small
3HeN (N51,2) clusters doped with an atomic or molecular
impurity. Heidenreich and Jortner extended the approach also
to bosons and performed configuration interaction calcula-
tions of anthracene•HeN (N51,2) clusters.9 In the present
work we follow an approach similar to that of Jungwirth and
Krylov but considering larger fermionic and bosonic He
clusters doped with a diatomic molecule. To this end, Hartree
and Hartree-Fock calculations are performed within an adia-
batic separation of the diatomic vibration, thereby providing
energy levels and wave functions which allow us to simulate
spectra of the perturbed diatomic molecule.

The paper is organized as follows: Sec. II briefly de-
scribes the simple model used to obtain energy levels of this
kind of clusters resorting to Quantum Chemistry-type calcu-
lations. Then, the simulation of Raman spectra, appropriate
for the case of homonuclear diatomic dopants, is outlined.
Results stressing the different behavior of fermion/boson sol-
vent helium atoms, as well as the case of mixtures, are pre-
sented in Sec. III. Finally, some conclusions and prospectives
for future work are collected in Sec. IV.
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II. THE THEORETICAL MODEL

The basic equations for the approximate quantum-
mechanical calculations are briefly presented. First, we de-
scribe the fundamental aspects of Quantum Chemistry-type
treatments, i.e., Hartree or Hartree-Fock approaches which
allows us to estimate initial and final wave-functions for the
systems under study. These are in turn used to simulate vib-
rotational Raman spectra which clearly describe the very dif-
ferent behavior of bosonic versus fermionic statistics for the
solvent atoms.

A. Adiabatic approximation for pure bosonic Õ
fermionic species

Using satellite coordinates (r ,Rk), wherer is the vector
joining the two bromine atoms andRk are vectors from the
diatomic center of mass to the different helium atoms, the
Hamiltonian for the system under study can be approximated
as

H (Ne)52
\2

2m

]2

]r 2 1U~r !1
j2

2mr2 1 (
k51

N

hk
(e)~Rk ,r !

1(
k, l

Vkl~ uRk2Rl u!, ~1!

where kinetic couplings, which are small for low-lying
states,10 have been neglected. It consists of a diatomic
Hamiltonian~the first three terms!, plusN three-atom He-Br2
subsystems~fourth term! and the He-He interactions~fifth
term!. In Eq. ~1!, m is the diatomic reduced mass,j is the
angular momentum associated tor , and U represents the
intramolecular diatomic potential. In turn, the Hamiltonian
corresponding to each He-Br2 subsystem is given by

hk
(e)~Rk ,r !52

\2

2me

]2

]Rk
2 1

lk
2

2meRk
2 1W~r ,Rk ,uk! ~2!

with me being the reducedeHe-Br2 mass (e53,4), lk the
angular momentum associated toRk , andW the weak atom-
diatom intermolecular potential depending on the (r ,Rk) dis-
tances and the orientationuk , which is the angle formed by
r andRk vectors.

Choosing a body-fixed~BF! coordinate system with the
Z axis parallel tor , we introduce a crude adiabatic approxi-
mation similar to that used to calculate vibrational frequency
shifts11 in which, at different values of the intramolecular
distancer , one looks for the ground state by solving Schro¨-
dinger equations of the type

F (
k51

N

hk
(e)1(

k, l
Vkl2EL,S

(N) ~r !GFL,S
(N) ~$Rk%;r !50 ~3!

through either Hartree or Hartree-Fock methods depending
on the helium isotope under consideration. In Eq.~3!, the
r -dependent eigenvalues, which are labeled byL, the projec-
tion of the orbital angular momentumL5(k51

Ne lk on the mo-
lecular axis, and the spinS, constitute an additional potential
term for the diatomic molecule. Those levels, which in the
bosonic scenario correspond to2S11L51S states, are degen-
erate with respect to the spin projectionS. For a total angular

momentumJ5 j1L1S, with projection onto the BFZ-axis
V5L1S, the states of the ‘‘modified’’ diatom obey the
Schrödinger equation

@HNe

eff2«JSLSv#xJSLSv~r !50, ~4!

wherev is the stretching quantum number and theeffective
Hamiltonian, neglecting Coriolis couplings, can be expressed
as

HNe

eff52
\2

2m

]2

]r 2 1U~r !1EL,S
(N) ~r !1

\2

2mr2 G, ~5!

where, neglecting adiabatic corrections,G is given by

G5J~J11!1L̄~ L̄11!1S~S11!22~L21S21LS!.
~6!

Since the orbital angular momentum is not a good quantum
number, an average

^L2&5K FL,S
(N)US (

k51

N

lkD 2UFL,S
(N) L '\2L̄~ L̄11! ~7!

overFL,S
(Ne)($Rk%;r eq) functions, estimated at a selected equi-

librium distancer eq , has been included. Note that, within the
present approximation, the total wave function becomes

C'D MV
J* ~w r ,u r ,0!FL,S

(Ne)
~$Rk%;r !xJSLSv~r !, ~8!

whereD MV
J are Wigner rotation matrices that depend on the

angular polar components (u r ,w r) of r in a space-fixed
frame.

B. Fermion Õboson mixtures

When one deals withN fermion/M boson mixtures, a
simple approach can be envisaged by starting at a zero-order
level corresponding to the pure case, i.e., one solves Eq.~3!
separately for (EL,S

(N) ,FL,S
(N) ), and (E0,0

(M ) ,F0,0
(M )). The effective

diatomic Hamiltonian can be estimated through replacement
of EL,S

(N) in Eq. ~5! with a sum of the separate energies plus
the first-order perturbation term coming from fermion-boson
interactions,VF/B5(k51

N ( l 51
M Vkl , i.e., one writes

EL,S
(N/M )~r !5EL,S

(N) ~r !1E0,0
(M )~r !1^^VF/B

(N/M )&&, ~9!

where ^^VF/B
(N/M )&&5^FL,S

(N) F0,0
(M )uVF/BuF0,0

(M )FL,S
(N) &. Note that

now L5(k51
N lk1( j 51

M l j and ^L2& must be recalculated.

One further resorts to a SCF treatment12 in which the
wave function is expressed as a productFL,S

(N) F0,0
(M ) where the

factors are modified using now iterative Hartree-Fock/
Hartree calculations up to convergence,

F (
k51

N

hk
(3)1(

k, l

N

Vkl1VF/B
(M )2ẼL,S

(N) ~r !GFL,S
(N) 50,

F (
k51

M

hk
(4)1(
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M

Vkl1VF/B
(N) 2Ẽ0,0

(M )~r !GF0,0
(M )50, ~10!

where VF/B
(M ) and VF/B

(N) stand for the averages
^F0,0

(M )uVF/BuF0,0
(M )& and ^FL,S

(N) uVF/BuFL,S
(N) &, respectively.
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The corresponding energy becomes now

ẼL,S
(N/M )~r !5ẼL,S

(N) ~r !1Ẽ0,0
(M )~r !2^FL,S

(N) uVF/B
(M )uFL,S

(N) &.
~11!

By subtracting toẼL,S
(N/M ) the zero-order separated energies,

an effective coupling similar to that of Eq.~9! can be de-
fined,

^^VF/B
(N/M )&&5ẼL,S

(N/M )~r !2EL,S
(N) ~r !2E0,0

(M )~r !. ~12!

C. Hartree-Fock and Hartree expansions

As mentioned above, in order to solve Eq.~3! we used
Hartree-Fock or Hartree approaches depending on the helium
isotope under consideration. In particular, the nuclear wave
function of doped3He clusters is approximated as a Slater
determinant, i.e. as an antisymetrized product of one-fermion
spin-orbitals,

FL,S
(N) 5

1

AN!
det@f1~R1 ,s1 ;r !...f i~Ri ,si ;r !...

3fN~RN ,sN ;r !# ~13!

with si ( i 51,...,N) denoting the spin coordinates of theN
fermions. In turn, each one-fermion wave function
f i(Ri ,si ;r ) is a product of a spatial one-particle orbital
c i(Ri ;r ) and a spin functions(si)5a(si) or b(si). The
spatial one-particle orbitals are found through the restricted
closed-shell or open-shell Hartree-Fock methods, depending
of the spin-symmetry of the system, by using a direct mini-
mization procedure13 to force convergence to the global
minimum. For a singlet spin-symmetry state (S50), the
wave function is explicitly given by

FL,0
(N)5

1

AN!
det@c1~R1 ;r !a~s1!c1~R2 ;r !b~s2!...

3cN/2~RN ;r !a~sN!cN/2~RN ;r !b~sN!# ~14!

and, for a general spin-symmetry state with (2S11) multi-
plicity, it is written as

FL,S
(N) 5

1

AN!
det@c1~R1 ;r !a~s1!c1~R2 ;r !b~s2!...

3cN/22S~RN22S21 ;r !a~sN22S21!

3cN/22S~RN22S ;r !b~sN22S!...

3cN/22S21~RN21 ;r !a~sN21!cN/22S~RN ;r !a~sN!#.

~15!

On the other hand, the nuclear wave function of doped4He
clusters is taken as a Hartree product in which all the bosons
are assumed to occupy the same one-particle orbital,

FL,0
(N4)

5c1~R1 ;r !...c1~Ri ;r !...c1~RN ;r !. ~16!

For bosons and singlet fermions, and starting fromN
52, the initial orbitals are those corresponding to indepen-
dent particles. Here on, the chosen initial orbitals were those
obtained from the preceding calculation withN22 particles.
For SÞ0 fermions, one starts with the optimized orbitals

from theS21 calculation for the same size cluster. In either
case, spatial one-particle orbitals entering Eqs.~14!–~16! are
expanded in terms of a finite basis set composed of products
of radial and angular functions,

x (nlm)~R;r !5gn~R;r !Ylm~u,f!, ~17!

whereYlm(u,f) are spherical harmonics. The radialgn(R;r )
basis functions are obtained by solving for the ground level
the Schro¨dinger equation corresponding to the triatomic
eHe-Br2 subsystem at fixed orientationsun ,

F2
\2

2me

]2

]R2 1W~R,un ;r !2En~r !Ggn~R,un ;r !50,

~18!

repeating the calculations fornmax different equidistant val-
ues ofun in the range@0,p/2#, and then using an orthogonal-
ization Schmidt procedure among differentgn(R,un ;r ) ra-
dial functions.

D. Vib-rotational Raman spectra simulation

The aim is here to compute cross section profiles for a
process of the type

Br22XN~ i !1\v0→Br22XN~ f !1\v f i , ~19!

where a photon of frequencyv0 induces on the polarizable
system, in an initial stateu i &, an electric dipole which, in
turn, may emit a photon of frequencyv f i while the system
emerges in a final stateu f &.

1. ‘‘Stick’’ spectra

Making use of the diatomic polarizability diagonal ma-
trix in the BF frame,a< (BF) ~supposed to be unaffected by
complexation! and of the polarization vector of the incident
electric fieldê>, the induced dipole moment can be written in
the SF frame of reference with the help of first-rank rotation
matricesR<

m> 5a> (SF)ê>5R< 21a< (BF)R< ê> ~20!

with spherical components

mk5(
l

el* (
m

D mk
1* ~w r ,u r ,0!amD ml

1 ~w r ,u r ,0!. ~21!

By assuming linearly polarized incident light with its
electric vector defining the space-fixedZ direction and that
propagates along theY axis ~while the scattered light is de-
tected along theX axis! the components of the induced di-
pole become

mk;(
m

~21!mam(
n

~2n11!S 1 1 n

2m m 0D
3S 1 1 n

2k 0 kDD 02k
n ~w r ,u r ,0!. ~22!

By carrying out an integral over three Wigner matrices
~note the absence of the azimuthal variable!
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E dt D M fV f

Jf D 02k
n D

MiV i

Ji*

54pdMi M f
~21!MiS Ji n Jf

2Mi 0 Mi
D

3S Ji n Jf

2V i 2k V f
D ,

the matrix elements of the induced dipole moment compo-
nents between initial and final states of type~8!, mk

f ,i

5^C f umkuC i&, can be estimated as

mk
f ,i;dL fL i

dSfSi
~21!Mi(

m,n
~21!mam

f ,i~2n11!

3S 1 1 n

2m m 0D S 1 1 n

2k 0 kD S Ji n Jf

2Mi 0 Mi
D

3S Ji n Jf

2V i 2k V f
D ,

wheream
f ,i5^xJfSfV fv f

uamuxJiSiV iv i
&. Note that in the boson

scenario (V i5V f50), the only surviving component ism0 ,
and the scattered light also emerges polarized alongZ ~par-
allel signal!. In this case, the sum overn runs only over the
values 0 and 2, giving rise to standard diatomiclike selection
rules DJ50,62, which contribute to theQ and O, S
branches in the spectrum. In order to stress the difference of
boson/fermion frameworks, we will consider here detection
along theX axis for linear, parallel polarization.

In terms of the spherical and the anisotropic parts of the
polarizability,14 which in this case becomea f ,i5(a0

f ,i

12a1
f ,i)/3 andb f ,i

2 5(a0
f ,i2a1

f ,i)2, respectively, and taking
into account thata21

f ,i 5a1
f ,i one finds,

m0
f ,i;a f ,i S Ji 0 Jf

2Mi 0 Mi
D S Ji 0 Jf

2V i 0 V f
D

1
2b f ,i

3 S Ji 2 Jf

2Mi 0 Mi
D S Ji 2 Jf

2V i 0 V f
D . ~23!

The third component ofJ is conserved in SF (DM50) as
well as BF (DV50) frames. We immediately see remark-
able changes in the complexes containing fermions withV i

5V fÞ0, since transitions withDJ561 become allowed
and, thus,P andR branches@with the exception ofP(1) and
R(0)] should appear in the spectrum.

For a fixed energy of the incident photon we can intro-
duce a Boltzmann distribution over cluster states at a given
temperatureT and average over initial rotational states.
Hence, a line of intensity

I f i~T!}
e2(« i /kT)

( ie
2(« i /kT)

1

2Ji11 (
Mi

um0
f ,i u2 ~24!

would appear at an energy\v f i5\v02(«JfSiL iS iv f

2«JiSiL iS iv i
) of the scattered photon. In Eq.~24!, we have

replaced«JiSiL iS iv i
by « i for simplicity of notation.

2. Continuum spectra

We turn now to providing a way of dressing the stick
lines. If we consider the case in which the diatomic subunit
is promoted to a vibrationally excited state, it can transfer the
excess of energy to some of the weak bonds thereby causing
break up of the complex. It is extremely difficult to appro-
priately estimate the broadening induced in the spectrum
lines by this mechanism of vibrational predissociation~VP!,
but a reasonable modeling of the process may, however, be
enough for our present purposes. After our previous dealings
with VP for three-atomic.15 and tetraatomic16,17 species, the
idea is to extend the treatment to larger systems accounting
for two additional facts:~1! Different cluster sizes show dif-
ferent angular arrangements of the rare gas atoms with re-
spect to the diatomic molecule, thus affecting the corre-
sponding VP width, and~2! at least for moderate cluster
sizes, the VP width of a system containingN weak bonds
should not be very different fromN times the width corre-
sponding toN51, though it should tend to some other lim-
iting value asN increases. So, our approximation starts with
the calculation of angular-dependent VP ratesGv f←v i

e (u),18

e53,4, for the two three-atom3He- and4He-Br2 species at
J50 ~slightly different values are obtained forJÞ0). They
are being averaged over angular distributionsDL,S

(Ne)(u) com-

ing from our previousFL,S
(Ne)($Rk%;r eq) functions, Eq.~3!. In

addition, with regard to the second requirement of above, the
number of effective bonds@estimated via the relationNe

eff

5EL,S
(Ne)(req)/E

(1e)(req)] instead of a pureNe dependence, is ac-
counted for. The VP rate is finally given by

Gv f←v i

(Ne)
5Ne

effE
0

p

duDL,S
(Ne)

~u!Gv f←v i

e ~u!. ~25!

Note that for simplicity, the required energies and wave func-
tions were those corresponding to the diatomic equilibrium
distance, see Eq.~3!.

The previous estimate applies to pure bosonic or fermi-
onic complexes. When dealing with a mixture ofN fermions
andM bosons, one can ‘‘democratically’’ share the coupling
term, Eq.~12!, between the two components, getting effec-
tive numbers of fermionic or bosonic bonds,

N35S EL,S
(N3)

~r eq!1
N

M1N
^^VF/B

N/M&& D /E(13)~r eq!

M45S E(M4)~r eq!1
M

M1N
^^VF/B

N/M&& D /E(14)~r eq!

and the corresponding VP rate therefore becomes

Gv f←v i

(N3 /M4)
5

N 3

N3
eff Gv f←v i

(N3)
1

M 4

M4
eff Gv f←v i

(M4)
~26!

Eq. ~26! constitutes a generalization of Eq.~25! and recovers
the original result for pure clusters, i.e., forN50 or M50.

By dressing the corresponding lines with Lorentzian
functions and by summing over transitions, a continuum
spectrum is obtained,

s~v;T!5(
f ,i

G f i /2p

\2~v2v f ,i !
21G f i

2 /4
I f i~T! ~27!
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which satisfies the condition

E dvs~v;T!5(
f ,i

I f i~T!. ~28!

III. RESULTS

In the calculations presented here the following masses
(amu) were used:mBr578.918 30, m3He53.016 04, and
m4He54.002 60. A grid of 5000 points in the range@1.5–
18.5# Å was employed to numerically solve Eq.~18!, using a
Numerov procedure, at different orientations for fixed bro-
mine bond-length distances ofr 52.20, 2.281, and 2.35 Å,
where Quantum Chemistry calculations were performed.
Convergence in the fermionic cases was achieved by using
l max58, ummaxu53, andnmax54, see Eqs.~17! and ~18!, and
l max512, ummaxu51, andnmax54 for bosons. With the above
basis sets, the needed one-particle and two-particle integrals
were evaluated analytically in the angular variables and nu-
merically in the radial ones.10

A. Interaction potentials

The Br2(X) intermolecular interactionU was described
by a Morse function,19

U~r !5D$12exp@2a~r 2r eq!#%
2 ~29!

while the eHe-Br2(X) intramolecular potentialW was ap-
proximated as a pairwise addition of Morse He-Br interac-
tions in the ground state,20

W~r ,R,u!5M ~R1!1M ~R2!, ~30!

whereRi , i 51,2 are the two He-Br distances and

M ~Ri !5D$12exp@2a~Ri2Req!#%
22D. ~31!

In turn, the He-He interactionV was modeled as a Morse
potential from Ref. 21 when carrying out diffusion Monte
Carlo ~DMC! calculations. Because of the mean-field nature
of the Hartree and Hartree-Fock treatments based on one-
particle orbitals, the He-He repulsion at short distances is
overestimated.22 In fact, for two bosons, and two fermions in
a spin stateS50, the potential of Ref. 21 gives binding en-
ergies of only ;26 cm21 and ;19 cm21, respectively.
These values are to be compared with the corresponding ac-
curate variational10 estimates of 36.28 cm21 and
30.71 cm21. As the systems increase in size they become
artificially unbound and Hartree/Hartree-Fock calculations
using the original He-He interaction21 become meaningless.
This difficulty is overcome by introducing an effective trun-
cated core potential3,22,23 V exp@2gV# to better account for
short-range correlation. Theg parameter selects the maxi-
mum allowed interaction at short distances, and it was ad-
justed to get good agreement with the ‘‘exact’’ DMC ener-
gies for bosons.

The more accurate description of the short range corre-
lation, formulated for pairs of bosonic He atoms and
achieved through introduction of an effective truncated core
potential, also applies to pairs of fermionic He atoms in the
singlet spin multiplicity state, as the latter are not different,
apart from the mass, from the former. Thus the lowest spin-
multiplicity state, which is the most correlated, is in fact also

corrected. In this way, the improved description of the short
range~‘‘intrashell’’ ! correlation carries over to the high mul-
tiplicity states as well. Therefore the same value ofg was
used for all pairs of He atoms irrespective of their bosonic or
fermionic character. Table I collects the values ofg and the
rest of parameters used to describe the different potentials for
atom-atom interactions.

B. Energetics

For pure bosonic or fermionic (S50) species, with the
Br-Br distance at its equilibrium value,r 52.281 Å, Fig. 1
displays the evolution of ground state energies with the size,
i.e., the numberN of He atoms in the cluster. DMC
calculations24 are included in order to show the accuracy of
Hartree results along the whole range of sizes considered.
The truncated core parameterg of the scaled He-He potential
was fitted atN52. A smooth increase of binding energies
with the size can be seen for the two kinds of isotopic spe-
cies, suggesting the tendency to a limiting value. The limited
cluster size considered in this work does not allow as yet to
reach such a value. We further see lower binding energies for
fermionic than bosonic clusters, a feature of the combined
consequence of the lighter mass of3He and the spin effect,
which imposes the filling of excited spatial orbitals for fer-
mionic statistics.

Figure 2 depicts the corresponding effective potentials of
Eq. ~5! in the neighborhood of the Br2 equilibrium distance
and together with the diatomic interaction. In the fermion
and the mixture cases, the degree of energy degeneracy does
not allow to distinguish among different multiplicities within
the scale of the figure, so only the singlet,S50, cases are
included. In spite of the fact that the effective potentials ap-

TABLE I. Parameters of different atom-atom interactions.

Interaction D (cm21) a (Å 21) req (Å) g (au21)

Br2(X) 24557.674 1.588 2.281
He-Br(X) 19.62 1.55 3.81

He-He 7.61 2.126 2.963 2000

FIG. 1. Ground energies of complexes as a function of the number of He
atoms, calculated at the equilibrium Br2 bond-length,r eq52.281 Å. For
4He, Hartree calculations are compared with ‘‘exact’’ DMC ones. For3He,
Hartree-Fock singlet state (S50) levels are reported.
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pear to be a simple translation from the ‘‘bare’’ diatomic
interaction, the additional terms show a slow linear depen-
dence onr , with decreasing values asr increases. For the
vibrational shifts we can compare thev50→1 vibrational
spacing atJ50 for the isolated diatomic molecule with the
three clusters which contain 18 fermion, 18 boson, and a
mixture of (18 fermion118 boson) He atoms, solving Eq.
~4!. In Br2(X) alone this quantity (cm21) is 323.1561. It
increases smoothly to 323.3452~18F, S53,4), 323.3554
~18B!, and 323.5396~18F/18B,S53). As for the rotational
shift, i.e.,J50→1 atv50, within an error of 0.0001 cm21,
there is no variation with respect to the diatomic value of
0.1639 cm21.

At the equilibrium Br2(X) bond distance and for the
species containing 18 fermions, 18 bosons and a mixing of
them, energies, mean values of the squared orbital angular
momenta and their projection on the intermolecular axis are
listed in Table II. The role played by the spin multiplicity
becomes apparent since the complexes with fermions show a
density of levels which is in contrast with the single level
appearing for the bosonic case. For pure fermions, and up to
S55, the different levels show up within an energy range
smaller than 3 cm21, which has profound effects on the cor-

responding Raman spectra, as will be shown later. They ex-
hibit a broad distribution ofL values, although the lowest
one (S54) corresponds to aS state. In spite of the high
degree of degeneracy shown by the mixture, the lowest level,
the S5L53 state, is found far from the rest of them and
close to theS57, L51 level.

For the mixture containing 18 fermions and 18 bosons,
and with the bromine bond fixed atr eq , Table III lists the set
of energy values for the different spin multiplicities, obtained
by applying the procedure described in Sec. II B, up to a
second step. When one compares the results of the last row
with those of the previous one, a degree of convergence bet-
ter than 1% can be seen. Although the zero-order level
~which coincides with the first order of perturbation! is far
from having reached convergence, the distribution of ener-
gies is maintained along the process with the single excep-
tion of theS56 state that is the lowest one at this level. On
the contrary, a first alternate Hartree/Hartree-Fock calcula-
tion leads quickly to converged results.

In order to perform spectra simulations, we carried out
calculations at different values of the bromine bond-length.
Table IV collects the results obtained for the three cluster
sizes already mentioned, and for the different spin multiplici-
ties, at two additional values ofr , 2.20 and 2.35 Å, covering
the v51 level of the isolated bromine. Within this range, a
linear decrease of binding energies asr increases is found for
every complex and at all multiplicities. So, by adding these

FIG. 2. Effective potentials as functions of the Br2(X) bond length for
complexes containing 183He atoms~singlet state!, 18 4He atoms, and a
mixture of 183He and 184He atoms~singlet state!, together with the po-
tential for the isolated diatom.

TABLE II. Energies, mean value of the squared orbital angular momentum, and its projection on the interdiatomic axis of boson, fermion and mixture
complexes. They are calculated at the equilibrium Br2(X) bond distance and depend on the spin multiplicity.

2S11

(4He)18 (3He)18 (4He)181(3He)18

E ^L2& L E ^L2& L E ^L2& L

1 2222.17 66.42 0 2188.40 111.57 8 2318.70 230.74 8
3 2188.90 84.44 6 2318.99 205.73 6
5 2189.84 105.74 7 2319.71 230.45 7
7 2190.25 75.94 3 2327.40 203.15 3
9 2191.11 69.96 0 2321.29 187.32 0

11 2188.73 64.64 0 2319.42 240.54 0
13 2185.80 55.86 0 2323.10 233.99 0
15 2180.76 34.18 1 2327.05 237.33 1
17 2175.26 49.21 2 2323.36 255.57 2
19 2169.31 57.50 0 2322.80 276.14 0

TABLE III. Convergence study, through the SCF procedure described in
Sec. II B, of the energy atr 5r eq corresponding to different multiplets in the
mixed complex of 18 fermions/18 bosons.

2S11 ~0! ~1! ~2!

1 2286.03 2318.69 2318.70
3 2286.72 2319.07 2318.99
5 2287.91 2318.09 2319.71
7 2294.46 2324.24 2327.40
9 2290.23 2321.09 2321.29

11 2293.41 2321.02 2319.42
13 2295.36 2321.09 2323.10
15 2293.17 2323.99 2327.05
17 2293.55 2320.62 2323.36
19 2293.59 2319.33 2322.80
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energies to the diatomic potential, Eq.~5!, a decrease of the
equilibrium value would be expected when going from the
isolated diatom to the different complexes, leading to a low-
ering of the moments of inertia. This is in clear disagreement
with the experimental facts1 which, for boson complexes and
according to a classical model, correspond to moments of
inertia equal to that of the diatomic molecule plus the con-
tribution of the nearest helium atoms and the additional hy-
drodynamic terms. However, one must realize that for high
values of the orbital angular momentumL̄, the centrifugal
term in Eq.~5! may dominate over the additional potential
term, so the combined effect may go in the reverse order, i.e.,
in agreement with the experiment. For the largest boson clus-
ter considered, we estimate that this effect would take place
for L̄.22. This quantity increases with the size of the clus-
ter, reaching values of L̄;3,4,5,5,6,6,7,7,8 for N
52,4,6,8,10,12,14,16,18, respectively. Although its actual
value of L̄;8 is not large enough, one should take into ac-
count that for larger clusters, as is the case of molecules
embedded in helium droplets, much higher values of the or-
bital angular momentum would be expected therefore lead-
ing to the correct agreement with experiments.

C. Simulated spectra

Considering a (v51←v50) transition, application of
Eq. ~24! to Br2(X)-(4He)18 boson complex leads to a stick
vib-rotational Raman spectrum that can be compared to that
for the isolated bromine in Fig. 3. To obtain the averaged
spherical and anisotropic polarizabilities of Br2 , r -dependent
cubic polynomial fits toab initio calculations25 have been
used. In this way, and assuming a rotational temperature of 2
K, dominant Q lines are found, their intensity being one
order of magnitude higher than theO and theS lines. As our
simple model predicts, the different lines corresponding to
the complex appear'0.20 cm21 shifted to the left with re-
spect to the isolated diatomic molecule.

In order to further include broadening of the spectral
lines and obtain continuum spectra for the three species men-
tioned above, the model described in Sec. II D 2 has been
used. For pure bosons, Fig. 4 shows the angular-dependent
half width for the VP process Br2(X,v51)-4He→Br2(X,v
50)14He obtained by applying the model of Beswick and
Delgado-Barrio.18 It predicts the presence of three maxima,

at linear and perpendicular configurations, passing through
zero at;60 and 120°. It has to be averaged according to the
polar orientation of He atoms with respect to the Br2 axis
within the complex. Such distribution, calculated at the Har-
tree level, is also depicted in the figure, together with that
obtained by DMC~Ref. 24! calculations. Only a qualitative
agreement between the two distributions can be obtained,
suggesting the presence of three rings of He atoms around
the bromine axis. In fact, the Hartree results overestimate the
T-shaped configurations and present a more pronounced an-
isotropy than the DMC ones. However, the averaged half
widths, Eq.~25!, are almost the same, amounting to 3.563
31025 cm21 ~Hartree! and 3.11731025 cm21 ~DMC!, re-
spectively. So, within the model used here, Hartree results
may be considered reliable for energies and broadening of
lines which determine the continuum Raman spectra.

The same quantities are depicted in Fig. 5 for the pure
fermionic complex, but the angular distributions~corre-
sponding to the two limiting spin multiplicities! were ob-
tained through Hartree-Fock calculations. The triatomic VP
half width looks similar to the bosonic case, the quantitative
difference coming from the different mass of the helium
atom. Also the angular distributions are qualitatively similar,
the singlet state showing an even larger concentration of he-

TABLE IV. Variation of the energy (cm21) with the Br2 bond lengthr (Å) of the different multiplets in the
complexes considerated. Entries correspond to the sequencer 52.20/2.281/2.35.

2S11 (4He)18 (3He)18 (4He)181(3He)18

1 2225.06/2222.17/2219.76 2191.21/2188.40/2186.08 2323.66/2318.70/2314.55
3 2191.74/2188.90/2186.58 2325.98/2319.00/2314.74
5 2192.61/2189.84/2187.54 2325.02/2319.71/2314.19
7 2192.99/2190.25/2187.98 2333.14/2327.40/2322.57
9 2193.82/2191.11/2188.86 2326.91/2321.29/2314.15

11 2191.43/2188.73/2186.49 2324.52/2319.42/2314.97
13 2188.51/2185.80/2183.55 2327.95/2323.10/2319.43
15 2183.53/2180.77/2178.50 2332.00/2327.05/2320.69
17 2178.01/2175.26/2173.00 2326.29/2323.36/2319.38
19 2172.07/2169.31/2167.06 2327.94/2322.80/2318.52

FIG. 3. Stick Raman spectra (v51←v50) of Br2(X) and Br2(X)-(4He)18

species atT52 K. Q lines, presenting intensities of;ten times greater than
the other ones, are referred to the vertical axis on the right.
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lium atoms in theT-shaped configuration than for bosons,
while that corresponding toS59 decreases such concentra-
tion and increases the population in lateral rings. Accounting
for the different spin multiplicities, the averaged half widths
are again almost independent of the spin, displaying an os-
cillating behavior that ranges from 1.00431024 cm21 (S
56) to 1.06431024 cm21 (S53). Note that, in any case,
these values are;three times larger than in the bosonic case.

To estimate the VP half widths for the species containing
18 fermions, 18 bosons, and their addition~through Eqs. 25
and 26! the following quantities (cm21) have been used:
E145217.156, G0←1

4 53.5631025, E(184)52222.17, E13

5214.385, and simple averages among spin multiplicities
for G0←1

3 51.0431024, E(183)52184.84, and^^VF/B
18/18&&

584.83. In this way, the half widths reached the values of
0.001 33, 0.000 46, and 0.001 40 cm21 for fermions, for
bosons, and for the mixture, respectively.

At a rotational temperature of 2 K, the corresponding
vib-rotational Raman spectra show a dominantQ branch, the
S ~andR) branches being;ten times less intense, and theO

~andP) branches even an order of magnitude smaller. So, we
have decided to show separately these regions of the spec-
trum in order to perform their analysis.

For the more intenseQ branch, Fig. 6 shows the spectra
corresponding to the three different species. The frequencies
follow the sequence: fermions, bosons, and the mixing from
right to left, as a manifestation of the vibrational frequency
shift. For the mixture, and to make evident the correspon-
dence, the spectrum has been shifted to the right by
0.15 cm21, and is reported on the upper, horizontal axis.
Since the bosonic spectrum is again ten times more intense
than those containing fermions, it is marked on the vertical
axis on the right. Using the notationQ(JS,S), the more im-
portant lines are included@scaled by a factor (pG)21].
While for pure bosons this branch is an apparent single
Lorentzian profile, mainly corresponding toJ50, for pure
fermions the presence of several contributing lines from dif-
ferent spin multiplicities and their projections gives rise to a
much more broad and unstructured profile. In turn, and due
to the loss of degeneracy, the spectrum for the fermion/boson
mixture recovers the appearance of a single Lorentzian pro-
file getting similar, albeit wider, to that shown by pure
bosons. It is clearly narrower than the fermionic one.

Using a similar convention for the less intense part of the
Raman spectrum, Fig. 7 displays theO, P branches. Again
they are more intense for pure bosons, which present onlyO
branches, and are referred to the vertical axis on the right.
However, as predicted, those complexes containing fermions
exhibit alsoP branches, which sometimes are more intense
than theO ones@compare, e.g.,P(2) andO(3)]. For pure
fermions, the O lines are superimposed toP ones
@O(2)/P(3), O(3)/P(5), etc.#, although the former domi-
nate over the latter. Due to the presence ofP branches, the
effect is a congestion of the spectrum for those complexes
containing fermions with respect to the pure bosons case. For
complexes containing a larger number of fermionic He at-
oms, an amplification of such an effect may therefore be
envisaged.

For the intermediate intensity, and using the conventions

FIG. 4. Orientation dependence of the half-width for the VP process
Br2(X,v51)-4He→Br2(X,v50)14He and angular distributions for the
Br2(X)-(4He)18 complex obtained through DMC and Hartree calculations.

FIG. 5. Dependency on the orientation of the half-width for the VP process
Br2(X,v51)-3He→Br2(X,v50)13He and angular distributions for the
Br2(X)-(3He)18 complex for the two limiting spin cases,S50 andS59,
obtained by Hartree-Fock calculations.

FIG. 6. Q branch region showing the gradual approach from the broad
profile of the complex containing pure fermions, to the apparent single peak
for that corresponding to pure bosons, through the complex build up with a
mixture of fermions and bosons.
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of the two previous figures, we plot in Fig. 8 the correspond-
ing R, S profiles of the Raman Spectrum. Again, onlyS
branches appear for the pure boson case, while interplacedR
branches do appear for complexes containing fermions, giv-
ing rise to congestion in the spectrum. For pure fermions, the
S branches present again some contamination from theR
ones@S(0)/R(2), S(1)/R(4), etc.#.

As an example, we display in Fig. 9 theS(1) region with
the assignment of the more important lines. It presents a
single S(1) Lorentzian profile for bosons, a rather unstruc-
tured profile for pure fermions with main contributions from
S(1) and alsoR(4), andagain a more simplified profile for
the boson/fermion mixture coming essentially fromS(1)
lines with negligibleR(4) contributions.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We have presented in this work quantum chemistry-type
calculations for complexes of Br2 with He ~boson or fer-
mion! atoms. They were treated at the same level of accu-
racy, i.e., through Hartree and Hartree-Fock calculations, re-

spectively. The former has been tested against DMC
calculations for sizes up to 184He atoms, using a truncated
core potential for the He-He interaction. This potential de-
pends on a single parameter which has been fitted forN
52, and then used along all sizes, also for fermions. A
simple SCF procedure has also been designed to deal with
fermion/boson mixtures.

Using an adiabatic model for the intramolecular bond
distance, and assuming a simple model of VP to introduce
broadening effects, vib-rotational Raman spectra have been
simulated for those complexes containing 18 bosons, 18 fer-
mions, and the mixture of both.

The more intenseQ branch already exhibits the main
characteristics experimentally found by Grebenevet al.1 for
the IR spectra of OCS embedded in He droplets:~1! A simple
profile for pure bosons, which apart from a little broadening
and frequency shift results close to that corresponding to the
isolated molecule,~2! a broad structure coming from the
overlap of several lines corresponding to different spin mul-
tiplicities for the pure fermionic case, and~3! recovering of
simpler structure for the boson/fermion mixture as a conse-
quence of loss of degeneracy.

While for pure bosons onlyS and O branches are
present,R and S interplaced structures do appear for com-
plexes including fermions, giving rise to a congestion in the
spectrum. In any case, the same behavior is also obtained for
Q branches for the sequence of pure bosons, mixture, and
pure fermions in order of increasing complexity.

Possible extension of this work are twofold. On the one
hand, we plan to study polar diatomic molecules, as CO, HF,
etc. to perform infrared simulations able to compare with the
recent experiments~see e.g. Refs. 26 and 27!, increasing at
the same time the size of the clusters. On the other hand, we
plan to use high-level Quantum Chemistry packages@as
MOLPRO ~Ref. 28!# through replacement ofr 12 Coulomb po-
tential terms by the appropriate ones involved in the present
problem. This also suggests the possibility of dealing with
different many-body interactions which appear in related
fields, e.g., elementary particles or condensed matter physics.

FIG. 7. O, P profiles for the three species.P branches are absent for
complexes containing only bosons. The same conventions than in Fig. 6
have been used.

FIG. 8. R, S profiles for the three species.R branches are absent for com-
plexes containing only bosons. The same conventions than in Figs. 6 and 7
have been used.

FIG. 9. EnlargedS(1) region from Fig. 8.
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